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Abstract  

In this study, we propose a method to translate the design matrices to Communicating 
Sequential Processes (CSP) codes in order to detect deadlocks in federations. Deadlock is an 
important problem to consider during the integration of systems. Both simulation and 
Component Oriented Software Engineering communities are considering the easier 
development of complex systems by integrating existing federates (components). Interfaces 
are the most important part of federate searching and standard interfaces do not include 
sufficient information about the internal behaviors of federates. Since interfaces should 
consist of design concepts, they should be created during design of federates. Axiomatic 
Design Theory (ADT) is a general design methodology that guides developers to decompose 
systems utilizing independence and information axioms. The Design matrix, which is a tool of 
axiomatic design, includes functional requirements, solutions, and dependencies among them. 
Since design matrices includes the internal behaviors of federates and it is a product of design, 
we applied the ADT to design Component Oriented Simulation systems. In our previous 
study, we proposed a method to find deadlocks using the design matrix. However, detection 
was left to the developer utilizing design matrices and it is very difficult to detect such 
deadlocks in complex systems.  Deadlocks in federations can be figured out by utilizing 
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) formalism. We have used a CSP tool namely 
Failures-Divergence-Refinement (FDR2).   
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1 Introduction 
Both simulation and Component Oriented Software 
Engineering (COSE) [1] communities try to easily 
build complex systems by combining existing 
components (federates) [2-4]. COSE approach is 
based on the integration of components through 
connection of their interfaces. Interfaces of federates 
are defined using one of the specific representations of 
the  Object Model Template (OMT) [5] namely 
Simple Object Model (SOM). In our previous study, 
we represented SOMs as component interfaces [3]. 
Component interfaces do not have sufficient 
information to guide developers for ascertaining 
congruent components to build systems. The only 
published information about components is described 
in their interfaces (i.e. the signature). Their internal 
details and implementation mechanisms are not 
revealed. Therefore, developers have access only to 
interface of the components, some text documents 
describing the usage of components, and definitions 
such as the developer name, version number, etc. 
Component developer firms do not want to publish 
design artifacts because of confidentiality. Locating 
congruent components is one of the big problems of 
COSE and it requires machine readable design 
artifacts. The design artifacts should be prepared 
during design. Otherwise, developers can refrain to 
prepare them because of time and cost considerations. 
If the design artifacts are prepared after the 
implementation, information loss appears. Therefore, 
interfaces should be enriched with the required 
information in a machine readable form by 
considering confidentiality. In addition, this 
enrichment should be part of the design process.  

Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT) [6] provides a broad 
and systematic approach to design systems through 
top-down decomposition. It proposes four domains, 
two design axioms, hierarchies, and zigzagging. These 
concepts are applied to the design matrix that is 
produced during the design process.  The design 
matrix includes Functional Requirements (FRs) and 
Design Parameters (DPs) that represent the problem 
and solution spaces respectively and relationships 
among them. Axioms are used to define “Good 
Design”. Components, their interface items  (methods, 
events, and attributes), definition reasons for each of 
item, abstract definitions such as packages, data, 
function representations and connections among them 
can be represented in a design matrix in terms of 
COSE elements [7]. Therefore, components in COSE 
require an interface enrichment that design matrices 
provide. Also ADT provides guidance for 
decomposition. Based in ADT, if axioms of ADT 
applied, maintainable, cost effective, and modular 
design can be produced. The design matrix is  a 
product of component oriented simulation 
development framework based on ADT [4]. COSE 
approaches are more efficient in mature domains.  

Congruent components are ascertained during the 
design of a system in mature domains. We proposed a 
method to ascertain components with evaluating their 
congruency in terms of interface conformance while 
considering dependency among interface items [4] and 
the information axiom [8]. COTS components 
(federates) often do not offer the exact functionality 
requisite by the system [9]. They integrate several 
services. Some services when selected, will require the 
incorporation of further other services due to 
dependencies. Since DMs provide dependency 
relations, DMs are helpful tools to locate components 
and component parts. Providing input-output 
dependency among component interfaces is also 
consistent with the “proof obligations” introduced in 
[10] for discovering interface and compositional 
inconsistencies. 

When congruent federates are integrated, they should 
also be checked in terms of deadlock anomalies. 
Concurrently executing components can cause the 
unexpected run-time anomalies such as race 
conditions and deadlocks[11]. The undetected faults 
(dormant) during the formation a federation may lead 
to subsequent service failures [12]. Coupling is a sign 
of potential deadlocks and it can be extracted from the 
Design Structure Matrices (DSM) [13, 14]. 
Dependencies among federates can be represented 
using DSM. However, a DSM does not have the 
capability to describe the content of dependencies 
[15]. If federates are designed using COSE and ADT, 
design matrices of the federates can be used to check 
for potential deadlocks as figured out from the DSM 
and the design matrix [16]. We did not develop a 
specific technique for deadlock detection in our 
previous work [16], which is a very difficult task for 
complex systems.  

A number of architecture description languages have 
been developed to describe concurrent systems such as 
WRIGHT [17], Rapide [18], and UniCon [19]. In 
Rapide developed system is checked in terms of user 
defined traces. Rapide does not verify all executions in 
the corresponding software system. We are proposing 
a method to check for deadlocks by referring to the 
design matrices and Communicating Sequential 
Processes (CSP) [20] representation. CSP is a process 
algebra and is supported by the Failures-Divergence-
Refinement (FDR2) [21] tool. WRIGHT describes the 
system but the connector concept that defines the 
behaviors in WRIGHT is characterized using CSP 
[22]. Federates and their behaviors in design matrices 
are represented in CSP in terms of processes. 
Federations can be evaluated for formal checking for 
deadlock while utilizing FDR2 automatically. It 
should be noted that a deadlock in a system can also 
be a sign of a missing part. Each subscribed OMT 
item in a federate should be satisfied by a publisher 
federate otherwise a deadlock occurs with respect to 
CSP. Efficiency of decomposing system can have 
significant impact on decreasing resources for 
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verification [10, 23]. ADT guides with the 
hierarchically decomposition of designs that are not 
coupled. Therefore, ADT can be helpful to decrease 
the resources needed for verification of the system. In 
this study, we are proposing a method to translate 
design matrices of federates to CSP codes in order to 
detect deadlocks in federations and compatibilities 
among federates in terms of system requirements.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 
2 provides a brief introduction to Axiomatic Design 
Theory, Section 3 describes CSP. Section 3 details the 
proposed method to translate design matrices to CSP 
representation with a case study. 

2 Background 
2.1 Axiomatic Design Theory 

In order to design different types of systems such as 
machines, organizations or software, Axiomatic 
Design Theory (ADT) provides a framework in which 
the system is defined as an assembly of  the 
subsystems, hardware, software, or people [6, 24]. 
These components mainly aim to operate together to 
accomplish a set of tasks. In the design process, a 
system is represented by different architectural 
elements such as the domains, hierarchies, or modules.  

The design process is divided into four stages, namely 
customer domain, functional domain, physical 
domain, and process domain. The customer domain 
specifies the needs of the customers to be achieved by 
the system. These needs are then converted to the 
functional requirements (FRs) and the constraints  (Cs) 
in the functional domain. By considering the FRs and 
the Cs, the design parameters (DPs) are provided in 
the physical domain. To realize the system by using 
the DPs, the process domain includes the process 
variables (PVs). Relations between these domains are 
expressed as “What” and “How” questions (e.g. what 
the customer wants (CN) is addressed by how it is 
accomplished (FR)). 

In addition to specifying FRs and the corresponding 
DPs and PVs, the system design process continues 
further by hierarchical decompositions. By 
constructing FR, DP and PV hierarchies, the 
complexity of the system design process is divided 
into smaller components which can then be handled 
by different modules after the design is completed. 
However, the FRs and DPs cannot be decomposed 
independently by remaining in one domain. On the 
contrary, this process is done by zigzagging between 
the domains. The zigzagging is an important part of 
the axiomatic design to create hierarchies by enabling 
the parallel decomposition in all four domains. For 
example, once a FR1 is defined, the designer “zigs” to 
the physical domain to define its corresponding DP1. 
Then, the designer “zags” to the functional domain to 
decompose the FR1 into smaller FRs. This process 
continues until all the leaves of FRs are satisfied with 
the actual DPs.  

Two important axioms, Independence Axiom and 
Information Axiom, are introduced by ADT in order 
to obtain an effective design. The Independence 
Axiom states that the functional requirements should 
be independent from each other for an ideal design. In 
addition, Information Axiom states that the aim of a 
good design should be to minimize the information in 
the content. Through a design matrix, we can show 
how a set of FRs fulfills the set of CNs, how a set of 
DPs fulfill the set of FRs, and how the set of PV 
accomplish the set of DPs. According to the design 
matrix, a design can be in one of the following forms: 

§ Uncoupled Design: The design is in the ideal 
case. Each FR is satisfied by one DP so that a 
diagonal design matrix is produced.  

§ Decoupled Design: This is the most common 
form of the design. The design matrix is 
triangular in which the relationships are 
placed at only one of the sides of the diagonal 
in the design matrix.  

§ Coupled Design:  The relationships are 
distributed on the design matrix, indicating a 
highly interdependent design. 

Information axiom can also be applied to measure 
congruency among components in terms of probability 
of success [8]. ADT has been applied to software 
systems in various studies [6, 25-29], to COSE [7, 16] 
and to High Level Architecture (HLA) based 
simulation with provided enrichment in interfaces [3, 
4]. Collaboration diagrams are applied to ADT to 
specify dependencies among components, methods, or 
attributes [7]. 

2.2 Communicating Sequential Processes  

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a 
process algebra introduced by Hoare [20]. CSP is a 
language and is supported by the tools: Failures-
Divergence-Refinement (FDR2) [21] for model 
checking and Process Behavior Explorer (ProBE) [30] 
for state machine based models . Wright [31, 32] an 
architecture description language uses CSP like 
notation to describe components’ ports and roles. For 
instance, HLA Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) [33] is 
formalized using Wright to detect deadlocks and race 
conditions [11]. It should be noted that developed 
tools translate the Wright representation to CSP for 
utilizing the FDR tool. CSP can also be used for 
modeling complex service choreography for checking 
for deadlock among integrated services [34, 35].  In 
CSP, processes defined statically include a set of 
events. Events are atomic and provide synchronization 
among processes. They are used to define the behavior 
of processes. More than one process can be executed 
in a time in concurrent systems. This causes well 
known problems such as deadlocks. CSP theory and 
FDR2 are used for checking defined processes in 
terms of traces, stable failures, and failure-divergence 
models.  In this article, we will concentrate on the 
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traces to check for the deadlock situation in the 
composed system using the FDR2 tool. CSP 
expressions that will be used in this article are listed in 
Tab. 1. 

 
Tab. 1 CSP expressions used in this article 

CSP Expression Explanation 

P[| A |] Q P and Q processes are partial 
interleaved parallel composition. A 
is the set of the events . If A is 
empty then composition of P and Q 
behaves interleaved parallel.  

P ||| Q P and Q are interleaved parallel 

e-> P Event e performed first and then 
Process P is executed after an 
external trigger occurred. 

SKIP Successfully termination 

STOP Deadlock 

Datatype x = a | 
b | c 

Defines x datatype with a set of 
alternatives 

Channel e Defines event e 

Channel e:x Defines event e with x datatype 

e ? a  Defines input on event e of an item 
defined during channel definition. 
As defined in datatype, instead of 
an item, b or c items can be used.  

e ! a  Defines output on event e of an 
item. After this expression is 
performed, e?a expression in 
another process in waiting situation 
can be performed. Input and output 
expressions are used to provide 
synchronization. 

Union Unions the sets. 

3 Translation from Design Matrix to 
CSP 
In our previous studies [3, 7], we preferred to use 
COSEML notation [1, 36]  as shown in Fig. 2 which is 
very similar to CORBA Component Model [37] to 
represent component interfaces in design matrices. 
Interfaces define the connection points to integrate 
components. During the integration only methods and 
component events are shared among components. In 
this study, a process concept in CSP corresponds to a 
partial or a whole component. Methods and 
component events are defined as events in terms of 
CSP and they are represented in a process. In 
COSEML notation, published interactions are located 
within “Method in”, published events are found in 
“Event in”, subscribed interactions are located within 

“Method out”, and lastly subscribed events are placed 
within “Event out” as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Input 
and output definitions in COSEML notation are 
represented in CSP as shown in Tab. 2.  

Tab. 2 COSEML and CSP representations 

COSEML representation CSP representation 

Component  Process 

Published method Output event (e ! a) 

Subscribed method Input event (e ? a) 

Published event Output event (e ! a) 

Subscribed event Input event (e ? a) 

 

As an example, composition of Federate 1 and 
Federate 2 are represented in a federation design 
matrix as depicted in Fig. 1. Corresponding COSEML 
representation is shown in Fig. 2. There are two 
federates namely Federate 1 and Federate 2 in this 
example federation. There are two interactions and 
four events of the Federate 1. They are organized 
based on the publish-subscribe mechanism. ‘X’s in 
design matrix represents the dependencies among FRs 
and DPs. Each FR is satisfied with at least one DP that 
is located in diagonal line. For instance, definition of 
interaction 1 is represented in FR1.1.1 and it is 
satisfied with DP1.1.1. Other ‘X’s in the same line 
represent the dependency of Interaction 2 with others. 
Such as, to publish Interaction 2, DPs Interaction 1 
and Event 1 are required as shown in Fig. 1. 
Dependency between federates are also depicted in the 
design matrix. For instance, Interaction 1 in Federate 
1 has subscribed to Federate 2 through Interaction 1  in 
Federate 2. Similarly, Federate 2 has two interactions 
and two events. Interaction 1 in Federate 2 is 
published if event 1 is provided by another federate 
(Federate 1). It can be figured out that Event 1 is 
published by the federate 1 without any dependency. 
Therefore there is no cycle between Federate 1 and 
Federate 2 in terms of Interaction 1 and Event 1. 
Although for small designs cycles among OMT items  
can be figured out with human eye, we need tools. The 
design matrix tool provides us with such a capability. 
Our ADT tool can detect couplings that are signs of 
deadlocks that are represented in Fig. 1 as black 
boxes. Federates 1 and 2 are coupled in terms of DSM 
since they are sharing events and interactions to 
publish an item that other federate requires. Although 
ADT does not propose coupled designs based on the 
independence axiom, couplings can occur during 
integration especially between federates observable in 
the DSM. Coupling does necessarily cause deadlocks, 
it is only an indication [16]. In our example, the 
federation includes two decoupled federates and the 
federation is coupled. Although composition of 
federates are coupled, the federation is deadlock free. 
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Fig. 1 A Federation consists of Federates 1 and 2 

Federate interfaces are translated to CSP codes based 
on the following rules: 

§ Only published interactions and events are 
defined as processes. Each publisher must 
have at least one subscriber. If there is no 
subscriber of an OMT item then related 
process can be omitted. 

§ Input and output definitions are specified 
based on dependence relationships of 
published interactions or events. For instance, 
Interaction 1 requires Event 1 in Federate 2 
and is represented as “Event1? e1 -> 
Interaction1! m1.”   

§ A Federate is represented as a process that 
consists of one or more sub processes as 
shown in Tab. 3. 

§ A federation is also represented as a process 
and it is formed from one or more federate 
processes. 

§ Processes are composed based on shared 
methods or events among processes. If there 
is no shared item(s) than the “|||” term is used 
to connect processes. If there are, then “[| |]” 
is used. 

§ Shared items among processes are looked up 
from the design matrix. 

§ If there are events defined as input events 
(subscribe) and required output events 
(publish) from other federates, they must be 
considered during the federation process is 
forming. 
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Event1 
Event2 
Event4 
 

Federate 1 Interface 
 

Controller Interface Federate 1 

Federate 1 Interface 

Interaction1 

Interaction2 
 

Example 
Domain 

Method In 

Event In 
Event Out 
 

Component 
Name Interface Name Properties 

Method Out 

  Interface Name 
 

Legends 

Event3 

Federate 2 Interface 
 

Controller Interface Federate 2 

Federate 2 Interface 

Interaction2 

Interaction1 
 

Event1 

Event3 

Package 
Name 

 

 
Fig. 2 COSEML representation of Federate 1 and 

Federate 2 

CSP codes of Federate 1 and Federate 2 are listed in 
Tab. 3. Federate 1 has four published items therefore 
there are four sub processes. Only Interaction 2 is 
shared between FEDERATE1_SUB1 and 
FEDERATE1_SUB2. Processes FEDERATE1_SUB3 
and FEDERATE1_SUB4 can be executed 
asynchronously. FEDERATE1_SUB4 is omitted since 
there is no subscriber process. The Federate 2 has two 
published items therefore there are two sub processes. 
Only Interaction 1 is shared between 
FEDERATE2_SUB1 and FEDERATE2_SUB2. When 
we try to execute one of these federates, FDR2 tool 
will notify us about the deadlock. We can conclude 
from this message that some interaction or events are 
not satisfied in the processes. Composition of the 
Federate 1 and Federate 2 forms  a federation that is 
represented as FEDERATION in Tab. 3. Interaction1, 
Interaction 2, Event 1, and Event 3 are shared between 
federates as listed in Tab. 3.  

We tested the executable CSP codes in Tab. 3 and 
obtained a deadlock free federation. Although, 
coupling is available between the Federate 1 and the 
Federate 2 as shown in the design matrix, we can 
conclude that all OMT items which are required by a 
federate, are satisfied by a federate in the federation, 
and dependency relations between OMT items are not 
allowed to form cycles.  

Tab. 3 CSP representations of Federate 1 and Federate 
2 in a federation 

datatype D_i1= i1, D_i2= i2, D_e1= e1, D_e2= e2, 
D_e3= e3, D_e4= e4 

channel Interaction1:D_i1, Interaction2:D_i2,  
Event1:D_e1, Event2:D_e2, Event3:D_e3, 
Event4:D_e4 

--------------------------Federate 1-------------------------- 

FEDERATE1_SUB1 = Event1?e1 -> Interaction1?i1 
-> Interaction2!i2 -> FEDERATE1_SUB1 

FEDERATE1_SUB2 = Interaction2?i2 -> Event3?e3 
-> Event4!e4 -> FEDERATE1_SUB2 

FEDERATE1_SUB3 = Event1!e1 -> 
FEDERATE1_SUB3 

--FEDERATE1_SUB4 = Event2!e2 ->                                                                    
--FEDERATE1_SUB4 there is no subscriber 

FEDERATE1 = (FEDERATE1_SUB1 
[|{|Interaction2|}|] FEDERATE1_SUB2 ) ||                                
FEDERATE1_SUB3 --||| FEDERATE1_SUB4  

------------------------Federate 2---------------------------- 

FEDERATE2_SUB1 = Event1?e1 -> Interaction1!i1  
->FEDERATE2_SUB1 

FEDERATE2_SUB2 = Interaction1?i1 -> 
Interaction2?i2 -> Event3!e3 -> FEDERATE2_SUB2 

FEDERATE2 = (FEDERATE2_SUB1 
[|{|Interaction1|}|] FEDERATE2_SUB2 ) 

-----------------------Federation---------------------------- 

FEDERATION=(FEDERATE1[| union( union( union 
({|Event1|}, {|Interaction1|}), {|Interaction2|}), 
{|Event3|})|]  FEDERATE2) 

4 Conclusion 
In federations, deadlocks can appear because of shared 
OMT objects among federates. Dependency 
relationships among objects can be used to detect 
deadlocks. Design matrices include the definition 
reasons of the OMT objects, and their dependencies 
with other OMT objects.    The design matrices are the 
product of a framework based on Axiomatic Design 
Theory. In our previous study [16], we proposed a 
method  to find deadlocks utilizing design matrices for 
small problem sets. This framework is used to design 
federates and federations. During design, coupling in 
the design matrix is an indication for possible 
deadlock situations; however, deadlock will not 
necessarily occur. CSP and supporting tools are used 
to check defined processes in terms of traces, stable 
failures, and failure -divergences models . Since human 
does not detect deadlocks in complex systems, we 
propose a method to translate design matrices to CSP 
for utilizing FDR2 tool to automatically check for 
deadlocks, in this article.  
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